Syntax of the beginning of Melibee

967: A yong man . . . bigat upon his wyf . . .
   O       S        V        aux    PredN
968: a doghter which that called was Sophie
   PP     V        S        PP     aux
968: Upon a day bifel that he for his desport is
   V        O
969: went into the feeldes hem to pleye. His wyf
   O           aux   S        V
969: and eek his doghter hath he left inwith his hous,
   S           aux   V        S
970: of which the dores weren faste yshette. Thre
   PP         aux   O        V        V        O
970: of his olde foes han it espyed, and setten laddres
   PP
970: to the walles of his hous, and by wyndowes
   aux   V        V        O
971: been entred./ and betten his wyf,
   V        O           V        O
971: and wounded his doghter . . . and leften hire
973: for deed, and wenten awey./
   S        V           aux
973: Whan Melibeus retourned was into his hous,
   V        O        S
973: and saugh al this meschief, he . . .
   aux   V
   gan to wepe and crie./
   S
974: Prudence, his wyf . . .
   V        /       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -
975: bisoghte hym of his wepyng for to stynte;
   S        V
976: This noble wyf Prudence remembred . . .
   S        V        S        V        PredA    S        V        /       -       -
977: he seith/ he is a fool that destourbeth the
   -       -       -       O        -       -       -       -       -
977: mooder to wepen in the deeth of hire child,
   S        aux   V        O
978: til she have wept hir fille as for a certein tyme;/
   Aux   S        V
978: and thanne shal man doon his diligence with